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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Ta b l e  o f  C o n t e n t sWelcome to the 2020 TAHOE® Campaign Style Guide, where you’ll find all the information 

you need to properly speak to our current and potential boat owners. In this guide, we’ll 
outline our campaign strategy for the 2020 model year, including the correct copy voice, 
colors and photography style to use as you advertise our boats.
 
We ask that you—our associates, dealers and strategic partners—follow these simple 
guidelines in all your advertising efforts this year. By doing so, you’ll help us create and 
maintain a cohesive marketing campaign that is easily recognizable and aligns with the 
TAHOE brand essence. 

If you have any questions, please contact one of the resources on page 12. 
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MEET TAHOE
TAHOE is a member of Bass Pro Group and White River Marine Group™ (WRMG), the 
world’s largest boat builder by volume. For more than 20 years, TAHOE fiberglass sport 
boats have provided fun-loving families the means to create their own adventures together 
on the water. From cruising to watersports to fishing and more, every runabout and deck 
boat is carefully crafted with the performance and comfort features to do it all with style.

WRMG MISSION
WRMG manufactures and distributes quality boats, offering excellent performance, 
innovation and value, and provides world-class service so everyone can experience the joy 
of fishing and boating.

LOGO USAGE
The TAHOE logo is a key element in every advertisement. Make sure it is placed in a 
prominent position, as outlined in the Brand Identity Guide, found here.

http://www.tmgcreative.com/docs/2016-TAHOE-Brand-Identity-Guide.pdf
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S T R AT E G Y  E L E M E N T S

BRAND ESSENCE
Embodying all aspects of the Strategy, the Brand Essence brings it to life by highlighting the tone of the campaign.

BRAND TAGLINE
This is the heart of TAHOE and quickly sums up the spirit of the brand. It speaks to what the brand represents—what owners 
should expect from our boats. It’s based on what we know owners want from this type of boat. It’s the inspiration for all visuals 
and copy during this year’s campaign.

EMOTIONAL BENEFIT
This is what emotions the TAHOE brand and boats evoke within our customers. This is reflected in the tone, imagery and 
language we use when talking about the brand, as well as how we hope the consumer feels when they experience a TAHOE boat.

FUNCTIONAL BENEFIT
This speaks to what TAHOE boats and their features offer functionally. This is reflected in the tone, imagery and language we use 
when talking about features and technical aspects. Refer to this benefit to understand how copy and design should speak to the 
boat’s core functionality, e.g., power, versatility and style.

MUSIC STYLE
This is the type of music that truly speaks to this brand. It aligns perfectly with the on-screen visuals/videos to create a 
completely immersive experience for the viewer. 

The Strategy Elements are non-consumer facing ideas that summarize what TAHOE® represents. These ensure all
marketing materials work together to strengthen and sustain the brand.
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S T R AT E G Y  O V E R V I E W

BRAND TAGLINE
Own the Adventure

EMOTIONAL BENEFIT 
Escape the tedium of the everyday to a world of fun—and do it with style

FUNCTIONAL BENEFIT
Maximum versatility & style—no compromise

MUSIC STYLE
Examples: 
https://youtu.be/YNxlGAPxO80
https://youtu.be/BiKb-cFxbbI

BRAND ESSENCE
Boldly break free of the everyday in a boat that comes ready to tackle fun with family and friends, whether that includes cruising, tubing, 
fishing, entertaining or just relaxing. TAHOE® boats are stylish and sleek and make for the ultimate getaway, no matter how you play. 

OWN THE ADVENTURE

https://youtu.be/YNxlGAPxO80
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M O O D  B O A R D

The mood board provides creative 
inspiration by showing key elements of the 
2020 TAHOE® brand campaign. It is for 
internal presentations only—not customer-
facing use or display.

Boldly break free of the everyday in a boat that comes ready to tackle fun with family and friends, whether that includes tubing, sunning, 

fishing, entertaining or just cruising. TAHOE® boats are stylish and sleek and make for the ultimate getaway, no matter how you play.  

So, launch your TAHOE and leave your cares and concerns behind.

OWN THE ADVENTURE

OBJECTIVE
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F O N T S  &  C O L O R S

FONTS

COLORS

EMPHASIZED HEADLINE WORD(S):  Kapra Neue Pro-Bold
OTHER HEADLINE WORDS:  Kapra Neue Pro-Light
BODY COPY:  Gill Sans Nova Condensed Medium

C: 100 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0 
R: 0 G: 174 B: 239
PMS: Process Cyan C

C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0  K: 100
R: 0 G: 0 B: 0
PMS: Process Black C

C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 80
R: 88 G: 89 B: 91
PMS: Process Black C

C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 55
R: 138 G: 140 B: 142
PMS: Process Black C

C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0 
R: 255 G: 255 B: 255
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L O G O S
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G R A P H I C  E L E M E N T S

This element accents the main image and 
draws the reader’s attention to targeted 
copy, e.g., the headline or model name. It can 
be solid or semi-transparent.

These gray and blue vertical bars either 
function as contrast accents to the piece or 
divide elements.

These lines help separate different forms of 
info and elements, e.g., copy blocks from 
prices. 

The “T” symbol is a subtle way to tie the 
campaign back to the boats (the symbol 
has long been a component onboard 
every model). It is placed in a blue tag that 
hangs from the top of the piece over the 
photograph.

Boldly break free of the everyday in a boat that comes ready to tackle fun with family and friends, whether that includes tubing, sunning, 

fishing, entertaining or just cruising. TAHOE® boats are stylish and sleek and make for the ultimate getaway, no matter how you play.  

So, launch your TAHOE and leave your cares and concerns behind.

OWN THE ADVENTURE

WHITE BAR

COLORED BARS

RULES

“T” SYMBOL
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P H O T O G R A P H Y  S T Y L E

• Action & excitement

• Kids, families & friends 
   having fun

• People interacting with        
   each other

• Versatility

Photo Example Photo Example

Photo Example

• Static, bored people

• Overly extreme/professional-
   level activities, e.g., pro 
   fishing or pro wakeboarding

• Hard partying

TAHOE photography illustrates a variety of exciting activities, e.g., 
cruising away from land, relaxing in a cove, fishing and watersports. 

Show Don’t Show

The U.S. has a diverse range of ethnicities with a great deal of dynamic growth among ethnic groups. As a brand that strives to appeal to those of all ethnic backgrounds, we must acknowledge 
that we understand this diversity and reflect it in our creative imagery.
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C O P Y  S T Y L E

TAHOE® boats help families and friends escape dry land and the everyday monotony—headlines and body copy 
should reflect this. Use short, concise and catchy phrases and picturesque descriptions to do so. Avoid technical 
and boastful copy. Social copy can be even more casual, but never to the point of being unprofessional.

PRINT HEADLINE EXAMPLES:
• Supersize your adventures

• Get away & get together

• Sporty family fishing

PRINT BODY COPY EXAMPLE:
Tie on a lure or tie on a tube. Take a spirited cruise or lie back with the sun 
on your face and not a care in the world. TAHOE boats are here to usher 
your family off to your own personal oasis for all the fun you can handle.

SOCIAL HEADLINE EXAMPLES:
• What’s in your net?

• POWERGLIDE hulls perform amazingly

• A perfect fit & finish

SOCIAL BODY COPY EXAMPLE:
Check out BoatTEST.com Captain Eric Colby’s review of our 700.  
Spoiler alert—he was impressed and calls it “just plain fun.”

Fun

Friendly

Conversational, yet mature

Lively

Boastful

Extreme

Technical

Boring

Amateurish or juvenile

ISN’TIS

TAHOE COPY
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W/MERCURY® 115 EXLPT PRO XS  
FOURSTROKE COMMAND THRUST 
(Optional trailer available. Plus freight and prep.)

The 2019 TAHOE® 2150 provides a whole new way for families to play away the day on the 

water. From the bow swim platform to the removable ski tow pylon, the plush lounges to 

the impressive storage throughout, every inch of this family-pleaser is carefully designed, 

developed and detailed for maximum comfort, style and, of course, fun.

Photos may show optional or special edition equipment available at an additional cost. Local taxes, license, registration and doc fees vary by state and are in addition to prices shown. Prices are suggested and approved by the manufacturer. Details 
in pricing, savings, features and promotions may vary by location and are subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited by law. Best efforts are used to ensure the accuracy of our advertising, however, errors may sometimes occur. See 
your local dealer for complete information. Prices shown do not include dealer freight and prep charges, unless otherwise noted. F.O.B. Springfield, MO, USA. Prices shown are based on United States currency. © 2017 White River Marine Group, LLC
TR170000

RECOGNIZED FOR  
EXCELLENCE
MARINE INDUSTRY  
2016  CSI AWARD

DECK BOATS

21 5 0CC
$33,595

TA H O E B O AT S . C O M

OWN THE ADVENTURE

(Plus freight & prep. See page 71 for details.)  

(Optional trailer available)

LENGTH

MAXIMUM
RECOMMENDED HP

AVERAGE  
PACKAGE WEIGHT*

*Includes optional trailer

MAXIMUM  
PEOPLE/WEIGHT

FUEL CAPACITY

BEAM

59T A H O E B O A T S . C O M

SPECS

For family, entertaining and fun, the fore and aft lounge 

seating offers the comfort you want for all-day relaxing, 

and the Bimini top is perfect for escaping the sun. 

Additionally, fore and aft swim platforms with boarding 

ladders are ready-made for the perfect cannonballs. 

Or, take advantage of the rod holders, aerated livewell 

and insulated fishboxes as you fish away the day from 

anywhere on the boat’s perimeter. 

2150CC

Shown in GRAY MIST w/KIWI accents – See pages 72–73 for complete color options.

Boat may be shown 
w/optional accessories.

(6.43 m)
21'  1"

46 GAL.
(174.13 L)

10/1,475 LBS.
(669.05 kg)

(2.59 m)
8' 6"

4,614 LBS.
(2,092.88 kg)

225

See page 69 for complete engine, feature and specification information.

MERCURY® 150 XL FOURSTROKE
(Optional trailer available)

A. In-console storage  B. 84-qt. (79.49 L) insulated bow storage compartments/fishboxes  C. Wraparound bow seating (shown w/optional insert)

B

A

C

STANDARD PACKAGE

$36,595

T A H O E B O A T S . C O M 57

D E C K  S E R I E S

2150CC
A L L - N E W

THE FAMILY
FISHING BOAT

Fishing families rejoice, the brand-new 2150 CC has all 

your on-the-water needs covered! It brings together 

sleek, eye-catching lines and plenty of family friendly 

room and features with the 360-degree fishability of 

a saltwater fishing boat. The result is a true hybrid 

that’s ready to host family and friends, chase fish on 

larger freshwater lakes and prowl nearshore waters. 

Shown in GRAY MIST w/KIWI accents – See pages 72–73 for complete color options.

P R I N T  E X A M P L E S
Brochure Spreads

Print Ad

I-Banner
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D I G I TA L  E X A M P L E S
Product Video Display Ads

Facebook Post

Instagram Post
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Kristen M. Briglia
Sr.  Art Director
kmbriglia@basspro.com
417.873.5122

Josh Ray
Copywriter
jaray@whiterivermg.com
417.873.5359

Chris Wilson
Creative Manager
crwilson@basspro.com
417.873.4545

WRMGCreative.com
View and download high-resolution images, logos and
Brand Identity and Campaign Style Guides.

R E S O U R C E S

http://www.TMGCreative.com
http://www.TMGCreative.com
http://www.TMGCreative.com

